Antibiotics are the medical wonder of our age, but an increasing frequency of resistance among key pathogens is rendering them less effective. If this trend continues the consequences for cancer patients, organ transplant patients, and indeed the general community could be disastrous. The problem is complex, involving abuse and overuse of antibiotics (selecting for an increasing frequency of resistant bacteria), together with a lack of investment in discovery and development (resulting in an almost dry drug development pipeline). Remedial approaches to the problem should include taking measures to reduce the selective pressures for resistance development, and taking measures to incentivize renewed investment in antibiotic discovery and development. Bringing new antibiotics to the clinic is critical because this is currently the only realistic therapy that can ensure the level of infection control required for many medical procedures. Here we outline the complex process involved in taking a potential novel antibiotic from the initial discovery of a hit molecule, through lead and candidate drug development, up to its entry into phase I clinical trials. The stringent criteria that a successful drug must meet, balancing high efficacy in vivo against a broad spectrum of pathogens, with minimal liabilities against human targets, explain why even with sufficient investment this process is prone to a high failure rate. This emphasizes the need to create a well-funded antibiotic discovery and development pipeline that can sustain the continuous delivery of novel candidate drugs into clinical trials, to ensure the maintenance of the advanced medical procedures we currently take for granted.
Introduction
There is an urgent and growing need for new classes of antibiotics to maintain the advanced medical procedures we now take for granted. Antibiotics fulfil a critical infection control function in many areas of medicine including during invasive surgery, in cancer chemotherapy, and in the treatment of elderly or immune-compromised patients. The success of antibiotics as a drug class is due to several factors: they are in general very effective in helping the body to clear bacterial infections rapidly, they are relatively safe to use and many can be taken orally, and they are relatively cheap drugs and thus very widely used. The great success of antibiotics has also been their downfall: widespread and inappropriate overuse (including outside human medicine, in agriculture and aquaculture) has driven the rapid evolution and spread of antibiotic-resistant bacterial pathogens that now threaten our ability to control bacterial infections. In many parts of the developing world, where controls are lax, the situation is already out of control, but even in Europe and North America the problem is serious, and for many bacterial pathogens the options for antibiotic therapy are extremely limited (1) . The problem therefore is that we are possibly facing into a future where advanced medical procedures may entail extremely high risks of being associated with untreatable hospital-acquired bacterial infections, and where common community-acquired bacterial infections, such as pneumonia, will again carry a high risk of death as they did a century ago. How to tackle this problem has been widely discussed in recent years, including recently in a comprehensive discussion paper co-authored by Otto Cars (2) . The issue is complex and probably requires several simultaneous actions (including greater investment in antibiotic development and more effective controls to reduce the misuse of antibiotics), and possibly the development of some novel infection control approaches (developing alternatives to antibiotics, exploring the possibilities of using antibiotics in combination to treat resistant pathogens, and developing antibiotic dosing regimens that reduce the selection of resistance). However, the best solution to the current resistance problem would be to discover and develop several novel classes of antibiotics for which there is no pre-existing resistance among human bacterial pathogens. Here we outline how to discover novel molecules with antibiotic activity and the steps required to develop them into clinically useful antibiotics.
Defining a 'good' antibiotic
Before launching into an antibiotic drug discovery programme one should discuss what makes a good antibiotic class (good in terms of medical and commercial success). Firstly, we make no distinction between antibiotic (a natural product) and antimicrobial (a synthetic product) and will refer to all antibacterial drugs as antibiotics. The antibiotic class that has been most successful in terms of medical usefulness is the b-lactam class (including the penicillins, cephalosporins, and carbapenems), followed by the macrolides and fluoroquinolones, with tetracyclines, aminoglycosides, and rifampicins taking an important but minor position (Figure 1 ). What all of these drug classes have in common is that they are relatively small molecules (facilitating synthesis and chemical modification where desired), but they differ in many other respects. Most were originally natural products (although the marketed versions are typically synthetic or semi-synthetic), but the fluoroquinolones are completely synthetic molecules. The most successful drugs medically and commercially are bacteriocidal (b-lactams and fluoroquinolones), while others are conditionally bacteriocidal (rifampicins and aminoglycosides) or bacteriostatic (tetracyclines and macrolides). Their primary targets are enzymes for critical cellular functions: peptidoglycan synthesis in the cell wall (b-lactams); chromosome supercoiling dynamics in replication and transcription (fluoroquinolones); transcription of DNA into RNA (rifampicin); translation of mRNA into protein (aminoglycosides, macrolides, and tetracyclines). While each antibiotic class inhibits one major cell activity, the actual molecular targets of some drugs can be multiple:
for example, fluoroquinolones interact with two different type II topoisomerases (DNA gyrase and DNA topoisomerase IV), each of which is essential. From this brief survey two important features emerge: 1) that successful antibiotics inhibit critical pathways in the bacterial cell, and the very best are bacteriocidal; 2) that successful antibiotics are usually molecules that can be manipulated and modified for the purpose of identifying analogues with more desirable antibacterial activities against the desired range of target pathogens, and to achieve good pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic properties with acceptably low levels of toxicity against mammalian cells. The most valuable antibiotics are soluble drugs, chemically stable, that can be taken orally and act systemically. This range of desirable properties places a premium on smaller molecules that in principle should be easier to modify chemically, achieve wide distribution and tissue penetration within the body, and be amenable to production on an industrial scale.
The principles of choosing and validating a good antibiotic target
Based on what we know of the most successful antibiotic classes (previous section) the ideal drug target should be an enzyme with a critical function in a biochemical pathway of central importance to the bacterial cell. In the search for novel antibiotics for which there is no pre-existing resistance, an obvious starting-point is to identify novel targets. Several complementary approaches have been taken to The ribosome is a large and complex machine, and the actual targets for each antibiotic class are structurally distinct. For these antibiotics the specific drug target is not protein synthesis as a process, nor the ribosome as a machine. Instead, it is in each individual case a very specific molecular binding site on a large and structurally complex machine. Indeed, several other antibiotics also target the ribosome at structurally distinct targets. The message is that when compiling a list of potential targets one should not necessarily discard those for which successful antibiotics already exist, because there may be several distinct ways of inhibiting the functional entity. We argue that one should probably keep such targets on the list of interest precisely because they have been validated as useful antibiotic targets. Thus, the essential features we require in a novel antibiotic-target interaction are that it should inhibit bacterial growth (and preferably be bacteriocidal), that it should not be affected by existing resistance mechanisms, and that it should be available in a wide range of key bacterial pathogens. The prejudice to avoid targets present in human cells also comes with an important caveat. Take again for example the ribosome. The ribosome is present in all cells and is in large part very highly conserved at both the structural and functional levels. If we did not already know that many important and safe antibiotic classes target the ribosome we would probably, based on a simple bioinformatics analysis, have rejected the ribosome as a potential target out of fear for significant toxicity against human cells. In reality, the ribosome is the single most targeted molecular machine that we know of for natural antibiotics. Another significant target choice issue is the probability that resistance due to a target alteration should come with a significant fitness cost, but this is currently difficult to predict in advance.
First-and second-generation hit discovery approaches
The early days of antibiotic discovery were based on fortuitous discoveries of antimicrobial activity (penicillin) or systematic screens of soil and fungal extracts for bacterial growth inhibition (the Waksman screening platform). This first-generation approach was very successful and resulted in the discovery of most of the major antibiotic classes, discovered through the 1940s and 1950s (3). However, this approach eventually ran into the law of diminishing returns when screens for growth inhibition began returning antibiotics that had already been discovered (4) . With the development of technologies that allowed rapid bacterial genome sequencing, improvements in protein structure determination, and advanced genetic engineering, many pharmaceutical companies initiated a secondgeneration approach to antibiotic drug discovery. They used genomics and genetics to identify novel essential targets present in a set of interesting pathogens. The structure of the target protein from one or more of the pathogens would then be solved. With this information in hand either or both of two approaches would be used to find hit molecules: 1) a high-throughput biochemical assay for target inhibition, or 2) structure-based design of small molecules that bound to and inhibited the function of the target molecule. The high-throughput screening was based either on available chemical libraries at each company (typically 10,000s to 100,000s of molecules), or on partially purified extracts of natural products. This rational approach to novel hit discovery was initially regarded as very productive. Molecules that inhibited the chosen target were usually identified and could be structurally optimized based on the 3-dimensional structure of the target protein. However, this approach was eventually abandoned by all of the major pharmaceutical companies because in every case it ran into serious problems later in the development pipeline (5) . The single most important problem was that in vitro inhibition of a target in a high-throughput assay turned out to be a very poor predictor of whole-cell antimicrobial activity. In essence, the primary problem was that most molecules identified failed to get into bacterial cells. A serious consequence of this large-scale failure in drug discovery was that most large pharmaceutical companies abandoned their antibiotic drug discovery programmes. In the meantime the problem of antibiotic resistance has significantly worsened worldwide. This has motivated both the European Union and the government of the United States of America to provide funds to stimulate a third-generation effort to discover and develop new antibiotics.
Third-generation hit discovery approaches
The failure of high-throughput biochemical assays to deliver useful hit molecules that could be developed into drugs has refocused the hit discovery process back onto whole-cell activity screening, but with the significant difference that the screen is coupled in some way to target specificity. The aim is to create and exploit biosensor strains. This approach combines the advantages of target choice (to reduce the possibility of rediscovering old antibiotics) with timely information on the ability of a molecule to inhibit the growth of whole bacterial cells (6) . A drug discovery team will consist of microbiologists, preparative chemists, and molecular modellers that are able to react to different target scenarios. The role of the microbiologist is to identify and validate potential drug targets, and to set up an assay system for chemical screening. One way to focus the screen on the chosen target is to use genetics to attenuate the target gene and its product, making bacterial growth hypersensitive to even a very modest interference with the product of interest. This can be coupled with a parallel screen against a strain in which the target is overproduced, resulting in a strain that is refractory to inhibition by the test molecule. The strains being screened might also be made generally hypersensitive to potential hit molecules by using genetic mutants that lack some permeability barriers or efflux pumps. The use of hyperpermeable cells with an attenuated target will allow even weakly active molecules to be detected, providing potentially important information to direct the optimization of structures by modelling and chemical modification. The role of the chemist is to prepare novel and potent compounds that can ultimately be developed into new antibacterial drugs. For this a chemical starting-point, a hit, is needed to work on and to progress further. Several strategies have been used to identify these early hits, including for example literature surveys, identification of endogenous ligands or active natural products, high-throughput screening of chemical libraries (including whole-cell phenotypic screens), and virtual screening. The molecular modeller plays an important role in the hit identification process as well as in the later hit and lead optimization stages. For example, if the 3D structure of the target is known, a structure-based virtual screen can be performed where large numbers of commercially available compounds are docked to the active site and prioritized based on different criteria. Alternatively, if the 3D structure is not known, compounds can be screened according to the similarity of each compound to any of the known actives (ligand-based virtual screening). The prioritized hits, from either approach, are then acquired and evaluated in the activity assay. Once a confirmed hit has been identified and the chemistry is determined to be tractable, the chemist will start to modify the compounds and build in lead-like properties. These include, but are not limited to, improved potency, aqueous solubility, stability, and selectivity versus relevant related targets. In all cases it is important to monitor that the compound class is active in terms of minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs). Lead optimization is a complicated, non-linear process in which drug-like characteristics are refined. The medicinal chemists aim to optimize the lead series and generate a pharmacological, safety, and pharmacokinetic profile to select one or more candidates for early trial development.
Validating and declaring a hit
In an initial screening programme several different potential hits might be discovered, but typically not all of them will have equally desirable qualities. It is essential to make an initial evaluation of their potential and liabilities before settling on a single hit as suitable for expansion and development into a lead compound. An antibiotic hit is usually defined as a molecule that binds to a target that is important to the pathogen of interest and inhibits its growth. Accordingly, the first issue is to determine that growth inhibition is actually associated with target binding. Depending on the particular target, a suitable in vitro binding assay should be set up to test hit-target interaction. The structure of the hit molecule should be determined (if not already known) to ensure that it is a novel chemical with the possibility for patent protection. Knowledge of the chemical structure will also indicate whether it is likely to be amenable for future modifications and for scaled-up synthesis as required. The chemical and biological stability of the molecule should be determined, as well as its solubility in water. An advantage of molecules that are soluble in water is that they would support systemic administration, and if they also exhibit chemical and biological stability they might be suitable for oral administration if sufficient bioavailability could be achieved.
The structure of the target (if not already known) should also be determined so as to direct modelling and chemistry efforts to enhance target binding or other relevant features. The molecule (or family of related molecules) should be tested for antimicrobial activity against non-attenuated bacterial strains of the initial test species and also against other relevant Gram-negatives and Gram-positives (and other micro-organisms as appropriate to the particular project). The aim should be to identify molecules with a low MIC, preferably against more than one interesting pathogen. Preliminary tests of safety (against mammalian cell lines) should also be conducted. It is preferable that preliminary assays of spontaneous resistance be made to ensure that this is not an immediate and serious liability.
The purpose of these preliminary assays is to choose between several potential hit molecules or classes of molecules (that may have different chemical scaffolds) and ensure as far as possible that the one chosen for further development has at least some of the properties of a useful antibiotic, and that it does not suffer from critical liabilities that will with high probability cause failure at a later stage in development.
It is important at this stage, if not earlier, to draft a target product profile (TPP), which defines the key features of the drug to be developed bearing in mind probable clinical needs. The TPP is an organized list that prioritizes key features of the drug and lists both ideal and acceptable values for important features (for example, in vitro and in vivo efficacy, bacteriocidal or bacteriostatic, safety versus human targets, rate of resistance, bioavailability, stability, spectrum of antibacterial activity, treatment duration, route of administration, etc.). The TPP may be revised during the course of the development programme, but care must be taken not to compromise it by lowering the acceptable standards. This preliminary data defining a hit, together with the TPP, will be used to make an initial evaluation of the economic potential of the drug if it were to succeed all the way to the market. The most valuable antibiotics economically will be those that can be synthetized easily, modified readily, taken orally, have a wide bioavailability, low toxicity, and can be prescribed for a broad spectrum of bacterial pathogens. However, in an era when antibiotic resistance is becoming a very serious problem, molecules for intravenous use, or for a narrow spectrum of pathogens, will also be of interest.
Before declaring a hit and initiating hit-to-lead and lead-to-candidate development, a drug discovery manual should be drafted to guide the optimization process. This would define key decision points during the preclinical drug discovery process and provide objective measures for making stop/go decisions, with reference to potency, physicochemical properties, and in vitro and in vivo drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) and toxicology. These guidelines will be critical in making decisions on hit, lead, and candidate selections. In the context of being serious about bringing a novel antibiotic to the market the reality is that multiple independent hits (different chemical structures, possibly also different targets) will need to be discovered and validated, because during the subsequent stages of development most antibiotic development programmes will eventually suffer from serious liabilities and be discontinued.
The scenario outlined here and below represents the path of that rare species, a drug development programme that succeeds at every stage and eventually results in the successful entry of a novel antibiotic in clinical trials (Figure 2 ).
Hit to lead development
Once a hit has been declared it should be tested more extensively to ensure it does not suffer from a critical liability, and modified chemically to improve its activity and safety profile. Successive series of molecules will be processed through a funnel of hit-to-lead screening assays to identify liabilities and inform successive cycles of chemical modification. The funnel should be structured to ensure a rapid turnaround of the most critical activity and liability information to the chemists responsible for synthetizing new series of molecules. Initial assays should measure compound purity and solubility.
Screening assays should early on measure in vitro cytotoxicity (7); measure MIC against a panel of relevant pathogens, including some hypersensitive strains; measure target activity; and if appropriate, selectivity versus human counter-targets. Evaluation of these data would be used to inform a new round of chemical synthesis (if necessary) and to direct the choice of which, if any, of the compounds to progress.
If the TPP requires an oral route of administration, it would be important to test the ability of the drug compounds to cross physiological membranes. An established method for predicting the in vivo absorption of drugs across the gut wall is by measuring the rate of transport of a compound across the Caco-2 cell line (8) . This cell line is derived from a human colon carcinoma, and the cells have characteristics that resemble intestinal epithelial cells. An added advantage is that transport can be assessed in both directions across the cell monolayer, enabling an efflux ratio to be determined which provides an indicator as to whether a compound undergoes active efflux.
A number of assays would focus on assessing potential liabilities (9) . The inhibitory potency and time-dependent inhibition of novel compounds against cytochrome P450s (CYPs) should be tested with liver microsomes. CYPs are a family of haem-containing enzymes that play a key role in the metabolism of pharmaceutical agents and that could potentially be inhibited by novel compounds. CYP inhibition can result in several undesirable consequences: 1) increased pharmacological effects or toxicity caused by decreased drug metabolism, 2) decreased pharmacological effects caused by decreased formation of reactive metabolites, and 3) drug-drug interactions caused by multiple medication. Knowledge of the potential for a drug to decrease CYP activity at an early stage of drug development therefore reduces the risk of failure during clinical trials.
Another important potential liability to assess in hit-to-lead work is drug interference with human ion channels. Inhibition of the hERG potassium channel by drug binding can cause an increase in the risk of cardiac problems such as QTc prolongation (10).
This makes these channels important anti-targets that must be avoided during drug development. Assays of inhibition should be made at appropriate concentrations and can be evaluated using patchclamp electrophysiology (11) .
The in vitro metabolic stability of the compounds is another key property important for drug administration as well as toxicity, and should be tested in liver microsomes and hepatocytes (12) . This allows the evaluation of metabolic stability as a result of phase I oxidation. If there is a high intrinsic clearance, then metabolic profiling should also be performed to identify metabolic 'soft spots' in the compound series. The ideal drug should be relatively stable, maintain an effective concentration in the blood for a reasonable period of time, be metabolized by multiple CYP enzymes, and not form pharmacologically active or chemically reactive metabolites.
The most promising compounds would be elaborated further in more extensive assays/models. Compounds would be screened against a secondary MIC panel of multi-drug-resistant strains (to identify liabilities such as inability to deal with existing resistance problems), and against strains to be used in in vivo animal assays. In addition, MIC 90 values would be determined against panels of contemporary clinical isolates of each of the intended target pathogen species. Time-kill assays would be made against key target pathogens to distinguish between bacteriocidal and bacteriostatic modes of action, and provide data to support early PKPD modelling studies (13) . Physiochemical properties of compounds (pK a , logD, and thermodynamic stability) would need to be determined before formulation for in vivo studies. An Ames test would also be performed to test for mutagenicity potential (14) .
At this stage in late hit-to-lead phase, solution formulations for in vivo pharmacokinetic (PK) and efficacy studies would be prepared for testing of the stability of the compounds in formulation. Bioanalytical methods for the progressed compounds would be developed and PK measured after a single dose in a rodent (oral, subcutaneous, or intravenous as appropriate) with the preferred outcome being 'sufficient' in vivo exposure. Tolerability of single doses in rodents would also be evaluated to estimate appropriate doses for further tests. In hit-to-lead screening a single animal model efficacy test would probably be sufficient. The mouse neutropenic thigh infection model (15) could be used to assess efficacy in the complex in vivo environment (simulating an acute infection) after intramuscular injection with bacteria. Finally, resistance studies would be made to measure the frequency or rate of spontaneous resistance development to the progressed compounds as a function of drug exposure, and the relative fitness of resistant mutants, using strains of each of the key target profile pathogens (16, 17) . The preferred outcome would be a low mutation rate, with resistant mutants associated with a high fitness cost and a low fold-shift in MIC relative to the parent strains. Resistance mechanism studies could also be made at this stage on selected strains of key pathogens, by whole-genome sequencing and proteomics, to expand knowledge of the drug targets and to identify issues related to drug uptake and drug efflux. At this stage a lead compound would be declared to enter a lead-to-candidate screening funnel.
Lead-to-candidate development
Lead-to-candidate development follows a similarly structured funnel of assays as described in the previous section for hit-to-lead development. The process begins with medicinal chemistry to expand the chosen lead molecule, with the primary aims being to improve on desired activities and reduce known liabilities. The initial suite of assays would include those described above. Most likely re-synthesis would have to be made to facilitate profiling of the remaining advanced lead compounds. A series of assays, similar to those performed during hit-to-lead development, but more extensive and with stricter criteria, would be made in the lead-to-candidate phase. Also new assays/ models would be introduced, including for example PK and PKPD modelling based on time-kill data to facilitate design and interpretation of in vivo efficacy assays and in vitro-in vivo translation. In addition extended in vivo PK studies in rats would be required, to determine plasma concentrations and a range of important PK parameters. The preferred outcome of the PK assays is establishing that there is sufficient exposure to allow subsequent toxicology studies. After the PK studies the efficacy of the advanced lead compounds would be measured in comparison with suitable reference compounds in multiple rodent infection models, as appropriate (18) (19) (20) . The dosing and assay times would be based on the measured in vivo PK, and the preferred outcome would be that they should be at least comparable to the reference compounds. Finally, resistance rate, relative fitness of resistant mutants, and mechanisms of resistance would be determined for key pathogens as a function of compound exposure (21, 22) . Resistance fitness parameters are expected strongly to influence the probability of resistance increasing to fixation in a pathogen population. The few remaining interesting compounds would then be re-synthesized on a large scale to fuel pre-candidate profiling, and to prepare future studies beyond candidate selection.
Pre-candidate profiling
Based on an evaluation of the totality of data from previous assays, and in the absence of serious liabilities, a candidate drug might be declared for entry into a preclinical development programme in preparation for phase I clinical studies. The specific activities conducted in this preparation would vary but would include assessment of toxicity in two species, assessment of genotoxicity, more extensive in vivo efficacy profiling, and assays to ensure appropriate delivery of drug.
Conclusion and future perspectives
The problems that antibiotic-resistant bacterial pathogens cause for effective medical therapies are continuing to increase, and solutions will need to be found soon if we are not to run the serious risk of losing the ability to carry out advanced medical procedures. The current shortage of effective antibiotics is not simply a biological problem (evolution of resistance), or even a social problem (misuse of antibiotics and selection of resistance), but is in large part the result of a long-term lack of investment in discovery and development programmes by the large pharmaceutical companies. There are currently very few antibiotics in late-phase clinical trials, and nearly all of these belong to existing classes (23, 24) . The reasons for this investment gap in novel classes are complex, but they are associated with a lack of confidence on the part of the pharmaceutical industry in the relative profitability of antimicrobials as an area for investment. This may be about to change with the help of public-private partnership programmes like the recently launched EU Innovative Medicines Initiative (New Drugs 4 Bad Bugs, ND4BB) wherein academics, small companies and major pharmaceutical companies are working together, to kick-start a new generation of antimicrobial drug discovery and development.
In the sections above we have outlined a non-exhaustive list of efficacy and liability assays that a potential novel antibiotic drug must satisfy at each stage of early development before it will be approved for entry into the lengthy and expensive process of clinical trials. The number and breadth of these preclinical assays, and the exacting criteria that must be met by a potential novel antibiotic, make it unsurprising that very few hits make it all the way through to clinical trials. Because clinical trials represent the vast bulk of the expense of drug development it is preferable to discard potentially problematic molecules in the early hit-to-lead or lead-tocandidate stages, rather than have an expensive failure late during clinical trials. The high rate of attrition in antibiotic drug development makes it essential, therefore, that investment in early-stage discovery and development is maintained at a high enough level to generate a sustainable pipeline of novel hits moving into later-stage development, and feeding into clinical trials.
